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Abstract. The sky at MeV energies is currently poorly explored. Here we present an inno-61

vative mission concept that builds upon the heritage of past and current missions improving62

the sensitivity and, very importantly, the angular resolution. This consists in combining a63

Compton telescope and a coded-mask telescope. We delineate the motivation for such a con-64

cept and we define the scientific goals for such a mission.65

The Galactic Explorer with a Coded Aperture Mask Compton Telescope (GECCO) is a novel66

concept for a next-generation telescope covering hard X-ray and soft gamma-ray energies.67

The potential and importance of this approach that bridges the observational gap in the68

MeV energy range are presented. With the unprecedented angular resolution of the coded69

mask telescope combined with the sensitive Compton telescope, a mission such as GECCO70

can disentangle the discrete sources from the truly diffuse emission. Individual Galactic and71

extragalactic sources are detected. This also allows to understand the gamma-ray Galactic72

center excess and the Fermi Bubbles, and to trace the low-energy cosmic rays, and their prop-73

agation in the Galaxy. Nuclear and annihilation lines are spatially and spectrally resolved74

from the continuum emission and from sources, addressing the role of low-energy cosmic rays75

in star formation and galaxy evolution, the origin of the 511 keV positron line, fundamental76

physics, and the chemical enrichment in the Galaxy. Such an instrument also detects explosive77
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transient gamma-ray sources, which, in turn, enables identifying and studying the astrophys-78

ical objects that produce gravitational waves and neutrinos in a multi-messenger context.79

By looking at a poorly explored energy band it also allows discoveries of new astrophysical80

phenomena.81
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1 Introduction108

At hard X-ray energies the sky has been observed by the coded mask instruments on board109

the INTErnational Gamma-Ray Astrophysics Laboratory (INTEGRAL) [51] for more than110

15 years. On the contrary the sky at MeV energies currently remains poorly explored. Indeed,111

since the era of the Imaging Compton Telescope (COMPTEL) [36] on board the Compton112

Gamma Ray Observatory, operating from 1991 to 2000, the sky above a few MeV has been113

almost unexplored. As a consequence, at MeV energies there is a huge observational gap114

between X-rays and gamma rays. Many MeV Compton missions have been proposed in re-115

cent years (e.g., MEGA [6], GRIPS [18], AMEGO [21], e-Astrogam [11], AMEGO-X [16],116

but none has been definitively planned to operate, except for COSI [44, 45] that has been117

selected to fly in 2025. The many proposed missions show the strong interest of the scientific118

community on the potential return and they acknowledge the importance of observing in this119

energy band. Indeed, the science drivers of the cited proposed missions span Galactic sources,120
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extragalactic objects, transients, dark matter, cosmic rays (CRs), diffuse continuum emission,121

and nucleosynthesis of elements. Major advancements in the area of these research topics will122

be achieved due to the innovative capabilities of the mission described in this work123

124

In this work we analyze the unique scientific topics to be studied in the MeV band with125

a mission concept for a mid-sized Galactic Explorer with a Coded Aperture Mask Comp-126

ton Telescope (GECCO). Such a mission features a Compton telescope for the astrophysical127

diffuse emission and a coded-mask telescope for a substantial improvement of the angular128

resolution with respect to current available observations in this energy band. While missions129

relying on either pair-production technology or Compton-scattering technology (or both to-130

gether) inevitably feature an angular resolution of the order of degrees, a GECCO mission131

can improve the angular resolution by an order of magnitude. The improvement of the an-132

gular resolution has always driven astrophysical discoveries. Additionally, a GECCO mission133

features simultaneously the superior astrophysical background rejection of the Compton tele-134

scope and the superior angular resolution of the coded-mask telescope, thereby effectively135

overcoming the limitations of each type of telescope alone. Its ability to tell the diffuse emis-136

sion from point-like sources apart allows a GECCO mission for exploring, for the first time,137

complicated and crowded sky regions such as the Galactic center in this energy band. These138

regions hold the key for the origin of the Fermi (e-Rosita) Bubbles, the origin of the 511 keV139

line, Galactic winds, the role of low-energy cosmic rays in the evolution of our Galaxy as well140

as the origin of their sources. Furthermore, a GECCO mission will also support multimes-141

sanger astrophysics by observing and precisely localizing transient events.142

We describe the GECCO mission in Section 2, while in the following sections we discuss the143

possible analysis methods to disentangle the sources from the diffuse emission. Then, we144

present the specific science topics that a GECCO mission will be able to address.145

2 GECCO mission146

The science objectives of the GECCO mission define the requirements for the instrument:147

hard X-ray - soft gamma-ray energy range, high-sensitivity, large field-of-view (FoV), and148

high angular (∼ arcmin) and energy (order of 1%) resolutions. All these requirements would149

be difficult to be met by one instrument.150

2.1 Instrument motivation and approach151

The dominating process of photon interactions with matter in the energy range from 100-300152

keV to 5-10 MeV, depending on the material is Compton scattering, and photon detection153

using the Compton effect is a well established observation method in space-borne experiments.154

Compton telescopes can provide relatively low-noise observations of the large-scale diffuse155

radiation with a wide FoV, but their angular resolution is limited to about 0.5-3 degrees,156

depending on the scattering material and incident photon energy, due to Doppler broadening157

of the scattered photon direction induced by the velocity of the electron where the Compton158

scatter occurred. This is a fundamental limit, and arcmin angular resolution is impossible to159

achieve in a Compton telescope alone. Conversely, coded aperture telescopes are probably160

the only feasible way to reach arcmin and better resolution in the MeV energy range for161

precise localization of the point sources, but they have limited background rejection and a162

narrower FoV. The combination of a coded-aperture mask (CAM) with a Compton telescope163

will be implemented in GECCO and represents its first distinguishing feature. This idea has164
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Figure 1. GECCO conceptual design: a) GECCO with the mask in stowed position and notional
spacecraft bus, b) GECCO with the mask in deployed position, c) GECCO, cutaway.

been demonstrated in simulations [161, 165], and tested with INTEGRAL/IBIS data [162],165

but the mature concept has never been implemented as the central concept for a telescope166

design. This concept will dramatically increase the scope of the instrument and will enable167

the realization of the GECCO science objectives. In such an approach, the Compton telescope168

serves as a focal-plane detector for the CAM imaging.169

For coded-mask telescopes, the fundamental angular resolution is determined by the170

ratio of the CAM pixel size to the distance between mask and detector. The improvement171

of the angular resolution by reducing the mask pixel size is constrained by the available172

positional resolution of the focal-plane detector. This is because the system’s signal-to-noise173

ratio strongly depends on the ratio between the detector’s positional resolution and the mask174

pixel size. Reducing this ratio improves signal-to-noise ratio but has the opposite effect on175

the angular resolution. For GECCO, the ratio between detector position resolution and mask176

pixel size was chosen to be around 0.5, which is a compromise between the opposing optimal177

ratios for the sensitivity and the angular resolution, assuming a given detector resolution.178

The other option to improve the angular resolution is to increase the distance between the179

CAM and the focal plane detector; however, this distance is constrained by the available180

space, usually limited by the launcher shroud dimensions. An attractive option to increase the181

distance between the CAM and the detector is to deploy the CAM after reaching orbit, and in182

GECCO the CAM is deployed to 20 meters by the mast, borrowing the mast design approach183

from NuSTAR [171]. However, in this configuration the instrument aperture will be exposed184

to side-entering background from diffuse and point gamma-ray sources and from charged185

particles, which can significantly decrease the signal-to-noise ratio, and consequently the186

instrument sensitivity. Usually, in a CAM telescope, e.g., in IBIS [160] and SPI [50] onboard187

INTEGRAL, the uncoded instrument FoV is shielded by either active thick detectors, or188
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passive thick absorbers. In GECCO the problem of suppressing the side-entering background189

is solved by selecting the events whose Compton-reconstructed direction points to the CAM190

location (hereafter called Compton pointing for simplicity). A deployed coded mask and the191

use of Compton pointing for the background suppression are the second distinguishing feature192

of GECCO, which allows a greatly improved angular resolution while maintaining a high193

signal-to-noise ratio.194

In the GECCO concept the same data set will be analyzed in two ways pursuing different195

science objectives. The first analysis approach uses only data from the Compton telescope196

to conduct measurements with a wide FoV and modest angular resolution, enabling sky197

monitoring and measurements of diffuse radiation and nuclear lines. The second analysis198

approach provides detection and high-accuracy localization of point sources with relatively199

small FoV, using the CAM imaging and applying the Compton pointing. As a result of200

this combined analysis, GECCO will create a map of all detectable sources in the Imaging201

Calorimeter (IC) Compton telescope 60× 60 deg2 FoV with modest angular resolution, with202

finely localized sources in the 4 × 4 deg2 CAM FoV in the center of the Compton telescope203

FoV.204

2.2 Instrument design and components205

GECCO is octagonal with a circumdiameter of ∼ 90 cm (Fig. 1). Such a shape provides206

better operation of the coded-mask instrument when compared to a rectangular shape. The207

instrument is based on a novel cadmium zink telluride (CZT) IC and a deployable CAM. It208

also utilizes a bismuth germanium oxide heavy-scintillator (BGO) shield, a caesium iodide209

(CsI) calorimeter, and a plastic scintillator anticoincidence detector. The IC is the heart of210

GECCO: it operates as a Compton telescope and serves as a focal plane detector for the CAM211

(Fig. 2). Its energy and positional resolutions define the Compton telescope performance,212

while its positional resolution defines the CAM pixel size and consequently the GECCO213

angular resolution for the CAM data analysis.214

The CZT Imaging Calorimeter detects incident photons in the energy range from215

∼100 keV to ∼10 MeV with > 50% efficiency, while measuring points of photon interac-216

tion with 3D accuracy better than 1mm and deposited energy with 1% - 2% FWHM (full217

width half maximum) resolution above 1 MeV. The calorimeter is an array of rectangularly218

shaped position-sensitive virtual Frisch grid CZT detectors (bars) with baseline dimensions219

8 mm × 8 mm × 32 mm (Fig. 3).220

The main distinctive feature of the bar detector is four 5-mm wide charge-sensing pads221

attached to each of its sides near the anode. The pads ensure virtual Frisch-grid effect for222

proper bar operation as a gamma-ray spectrometer. The signals induced on the pads, the223

anode and the cathode, are read out with the IDEAS-provided wave-front sampling front-224

end application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC) [172] and used to evaluate the positions of225

interaction points. The collected charge signals from the anode and the induced signals on226

the pads and the cathode are read out to provide X and Y coordinates by combining their227

ratios, while the Z location is determined independently from the cathode to anode signal228

ratio and the charge drift time. In other words, each bar operates as a mini Time Projection229

Chamber (see [158] and references therein for the detailed description of this detector).230

The bars are integrated in a 16-bar module (crate), read out by a wave-front sampling231

ASIC attached directly to each crate. Using this modular approach, the crates can be arranged232

in a calorimeter of practically any shape and size by plugging into a motherboard, making233

it usable for a wide range of instruments. A notable feature of this design is that the bars234
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Figure 2. Illustration of the CZT Imaging Calorimeter dual capability. Red stars show the points
of photon interactions detected in the IC, which are used to reconstruct the cone of possible incident
photon directions, enabling the Compton telescope functionality. The point of the first photon inter-
action, determined by the Compton event reconstruction, is used to create the CAM image, enabling
the IC operation as a focal-plane detector. The dashed line shows the scattered photon direction
detected by the IC, which is the axis for the Compton scatter cone. The dotted lines show the event
cone with opening angle θ determined by the Compton formula.

are placed “vertically”, making the effective detector thickness equal to the long dimension of235

the CZT bars (32 mm for the GECCO baseline design). This doubles the detection efficiency236

achievable with the thickest commercially available CZT detectors (15 mm).237

Detected points of photon interactions in the CZT bars are used to reconstruct the event238

cone of incident photons, enabling the Compton telescope feature. High position (∼1mm)239

and energy (∼1%) resolutions of the CZT calorimeter are decisive in providing a reasonable240

Angular Resolution Measure (ARM) of 4◦ − 8◦, which has been proven by simulations. The241

ARM can be further improved by selecting events with larger distances between the first242

two interactions, or by checkered positioning of the bars in the crate to increase the distance243

between the interactions, currently being developed for GECCO.244

The MEGAlib Compton analysis toolkit [163] is used for Compton events simulation and245

reconstruction. The same analysis identifies the coordinates of the photon first interaction246

point, which, along with its measured energy, enables focal-plane detector capability for the247

coded-aperture mask.248

The CsI Calorimeter is positioned below the IC and in the GECCO’s baseline design is249

made of 4 layers of alternating orthogonal 30 cm-long, 15 mm × 15 mm cross-section CsI logs,250

viewed by Silicon Photo-Multipliers (SiPMs) from both ends. The energy deposited in each251

log is measured, and the center of gravity of energy deposition in each log is determined from252

the signal ratio from both log ends. The CsI Calorimeter detects energy escaping from the IC253

and measures the position of that energy deposition, improving the Compton reconstruction254

efficiency. The design of this Calorimeter is largely inherited from Fermi-LAT [164].255

All sides and the bottom of the CZT and CsI Calorimeters are shielded by 4-cm thick256
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Figure 3. The components of the CZT Imaging Calorimeter. Upper left – individual CZT bars with
sensitive pads, bottom left – the bars being inserted in the crate, right – Calorimeter prototype 3 × 3
crate array, 10 cm × 10 cm footprint.

BGO scintillator panels which efficiently absorb the natural and artificial (produced in the257

instrument structure or in the spacecraft) background photons. The BGO panels also serve258

as a powerful quick-response GRB detector with a few degrees accuracy for GRB localization.259

Coded Aperture Mask. Spatial modulation of the incident flux and deconvolution of260

the measurements from a segmented detector at the detector plane is an established method261

for imaging with fine angular resolution, and usage of coded-aperture masks is widespread262

in X-ray instruments [157, 159]. A mask is an array of opaque and transparent elements set263

between the source field and the focal plane detector, where the latter provides the position264

of the detected photon interaction point and its energy. Every source within the FoV projects265

a shadow image of the mask onto the detector. Techniques widely discussed in the literature266

allow the reconstruction of the image scene knowing the distribution and geometry of the mask267

pixels. They are often based on cross-correlation which can be performed efficiently using268

Fourier Transforms. The octagonal coded-aperture mask for GECCO has a circumdiameter269

of 150 cm, which is approximately twice as large as the IC to increase the fully-coded FoV.270

It is made of randomly distributed 20 mm thick, 3 mm square tungsten elements.271

The mask is covered by a plastic scintillator detector to veto secondary photons which272

can be created by cosmic rays in the mask material. Another thin plastic scintillator detector273

is placed on top of the IC to veto charged cosmic rays, which otherwise would constitute a274

dominating background in the measurements.275

276

2.3 GECCO performance and sensitivity277

We performed simulated observations by the IC Compton telescope with the wide FoV. Sim-278

ulations of a single source and of two sources separated 4 arcmin with the CAM analysis279

are illustrated in Fig. 4. The effect of side-entering background in the GECCO deployed-280
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mask concept is being extensively studied by simulations, and preliminary results confirm the281

efficiency of using Compton pointing for background reduction.282

Figure 4. Simulations of the point source detection by GECCO. Left panel - Compton telescope
analysis of a single source with 60× 60 deg2 FoV. Right panel - detection of two sources separated by
4’ with the CAM data analysis. No background is included in these simulations.

The GECCO CAM data analysis utilizes the photons for which the Compton-reconstructed283

event ring intersects the mask location, and consequently the low-energy limit of this analysis284

will be 200 - 250 keV due to the prevalence at lower energies of the photoelectric absorption,285

for which no Compton pointing information is available. However, it is important to lower the286

energy limit as much as possible to study interesting astrophysical phenomena (e.g., magnetar287

spectra). To extend the GECCO acceptance to ∼ 100 keV, defined mainly by the amount288

of absorbing material in the FoV (while the IC detection threshold itself can be lowered to289

∼ 50 keV), we will use the "classical" coded-mask analysis, where only a single photon in-290

teraction is needed. There will be side-entering background, causing the GECCO sensitivity291

to degrade, but it will still be reasonably good.292

The sensitivity of MeV instruments is strongly affected by various backgrounds of differ-293

ent nature, especially by nuclear activation, which is hard to predict and suppress but is very294

pronounced. These backgrounds include bright albedo and Earth limb radiation, Galactic295

diffuse radiation, background nuclear lines from the instrument and spacecraft, and nuclear296

lines produced by activation of the instrument and spacecraft by charged cosmic rays. The ex-297

perience from SPI and IBIS onboard INTEGRAL pointed to the last component as especially298
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dangerous and very hard to control because this radiation usually is delayed after activa-299

tion occurs and, therefore, it cannot be removed by anti-coincidence detectors [166–169]. A300

Low-Earth equatorial orbit is currently chosen for the GECCO mission to minimize the time301

spent by the spacecraft in the South-Atlantic Anomaly (SAA) region that has the very high302

fluxes of trapped charged particles, that cause most of the activation. Also, such an orbit303

has the highest orbit-average vertical geomagnetic cutoff of 11 - 12 GV, which prevents the304

higher fluxes of lower-energy charged cosmic rays from reaching the instrument and causing305

additional activation. At the instrument design level, background suppression in GECCO is306

implemented by placing all GECCO detectors inside a thick active BGO shield, by designing307

the mechanical structure with predominant use of composite (non-metal) materials to min-308

imize activation, and by covering the CAM by a highly-efficient plastic scintillator to veto309

background secondary photons produce in the CAM by incident charged cosmic rays.310

Our current estimate of 3 σ continuum sensitivity in the observations with the CAM,311

based on the GECCO baseline performance simulated with MEGAlib (Fig. 5), is shown in312

Fig. 6 along with the performance of current and past missions. The major factor in this313

estimate was to make a plausible assessment of the background reduction by the Compton314

pointing method, in which the solid angle of the background acceptance is reduced to the315

solid angle of the event cone. Currently, we are performing more advanced simulations of the316

GECCO performance, which coincide with the reported sensitivity in this research. Since the317

performance of coded-mask telescopes depend on the analyses software, we have good ground318

to expect further performance improvements especially by accounting for the Compton re-319

construction and by the use of neural network method [170].320

321

The expected performance of GECCO is the following: operation in the 100 keV -322

10 MeV energy range, with energy resolution of < 1% from 0.5 - 5 MeV. In the CAM data323

analysis the angular resolution is ∼1 arcmin with a 4 × 4 deg2 fully-coded FoV, while in the324

Compton telescope analysis the angular resolution is 4◦ − 8◦ with a 60 × 60 deg2 FoV. The325

3σ, 106s sensitivity is expected to be about 10−5 MeV cm−2 s−1 over the entire energy range326

(Fig. 6). GECCO can operate in either scanning or pointed mode. In scanning mode, it will327

mainly observe the Galactic Plane. It will change to pointed mode to either increase obser-328

vation time for special regions of interest, (e.g. the Galactic Center) or to observe transient329

events such as flares of various origins or gamma-ray bursts.330

331

3 Point sources and diffuse: coded-mask versus Compton332

3.1 Coded-mask mode and the INTEGRAL heritage333

For coded-mask imaging systems an astrophysical source illuminates the coded mask that334

casts a shadowgram onto the pixel detector. Ideally, this shadowgram is unique allowing335

for the reconstruction of the incidence direction of each source on the sky. This implies two336

fundamental requirements for coded-mask telescopes: 1) the geometric arrangement of the337

mask must be such that for different incidence directions the shadowgram can be uniquely338

identified; 2) the detector plane must be position-sensitive to actually be able to register339

a shadowgram. Such an imaging technology has been successfully used by instruments on340

board the GRANAT, BeppoSAX, INTEGRAL, and Swift missions. Basic introductions to341

this imaging technique can be found in [116] and in [119]. Unlike in a conventional imaging342

systems, in which the recorded image is readily apparent due to the photon counts in the343
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Figure 5. Simulated GECCO performance vs. incident photon energy. Left panel: effective area
for the coded-mask imaging; the solid line is for Compton pointing used, and the dashed line is
for "classical" mask analysis. Right panel: ARM (angular resolution measure) for the IC Compton
telescope.

Figure 6. 3σ 106s GECCO continuum sensitivity (∆E = E), compared with the sensitivity of other
missions. Shaded area reflects the calculation and assumptions uncertainty.

pixel detector, in coded-mask systems the sky image S is encoded through the mask M (a344

matrix of opaque and transparent elements to the radiation) in the pixel detector D. Very345
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importantly the latter contains also an unmodulated background term B, which is due to the346

large collecting area. Since this latter term largely affects the noise, it enters the determination347

of the detection significance (signal-to-noise ratio) of astrophysical sources for background-348

dominated instruments. For a more precise matrix notation:349

D = M ⊛ S +B (3.1)

where the convolution (⊛) of two generic matrices X and Y can be written as:350

(X ⊛ Y )i,j =
∑
k

∑
l

Xk,l Y(i+k),(j+l) (3.2)

To reconstruct the sky image S′ a decoding function G is needed such that:351

S′ = G ⊛ D = G ⊛ (M ⊛ S) +G ⊛ B (3.3)

Ideally, for a perfect imaging system S′ = S. Therefore, according to the equation above the352

decoding function G must be such that (G ⊛ M) = δ-function and simultaneously (G ⊛ B) ≃ 0,353

which in actual practice is difficult to achieve [118]. To improve the deconvolution results,354

very accurate ground-based and in-flight background modeling is needed. The in-flight back-355

ground modeling will be an important task for a GECCO mission. Very specifically, the open356

configuration of the telescope and the ability to reconstruct the Compton events allow for357

accounting for the astrophysical background. A more detailed discussion on this ability can358

be found in sections 3.3.1. and 3.3.2.359

Crucial to the performance of a coded-mask imaging system is the significance at which360

an astrophysical source can be detected above the background. Given that roughly half of the361

incident photons from astrophysical sources are blocked by the mask, the detection of sources362

is in any case more difficult than without the mask. Yet, the actors at play are rather well363

defined. Thus, the significance depends on the decoding (shown above), on the open fraction364

ρ of the mask pattern, on the astrophysical background B and the detector background b, on365

the intensity of the source S1 (that is being considered for detection), and on the remaining366

number n of astrophysical sources Si in the field of view as they illuminate the detector plane.367

The flux contribution of these sources acts as a background term for the source S1 which is368

to be detected. Therefore, it is important to account for the contribution of these sources,369

especially in crowded sky areas (e.g. Galactic plane) where several sources can be found in370

the detector’s field of view. These sources can also be variable. The contribution by these371

sources to the overall background can be accounted for by iteratively subtracting the modeled372

shadowgram of each source Si ̸=1 in the field of view, which is cast onto the detector as shown373

for Swift/BAT and INTEGRAL/IBIS [115]. The subtraction will be performed in the detec-374

tor space before the decoding. This allows also to naturally account for the variability of the375

sources when mosaicking observations for monitoring or survey purposes. The signal-to-noise376

ratio S
N for a source with a δ-function PSF is given by [117]:377

378

S

N
=

S1√
S1+b
ρ + B

(3.4)

where379

B =
B +

∑n

i ̸=1 Si + b

1− ρ
(3.5)
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As a final step the detected source S1 can be treated as a source in the field of view and380

the entire analysis can be rerun to detect possible fainter sources.381

3.2 Compton mode and the COMPTEL heritage382

The Compton telescope COMPTEL (1991-2000) on the Compton Gamma-Ray Observatory383

(CGRO) was the first and up to now the only Compton telescope in space. It covered the384

energy range 0.75 to 30 MeV, a region hardly explored in astrophysics. Because no successor385

is in space yet, the COMPTEL data are still the main astrophysical resources in this MeV386

gamma-ray range.387

COMPTEL was a double Compton-scatter telescope without event tracking. It was sen-388

sitive to photons at soft MeV energies, i.e. 0.75 – 30 MeV, with an energy-dependent energy389

and angular resolution of 5 - 8 % (FWHM) and 1.7◦– 4.4◦ (FWHM), respectively. It had a390

large field of view of ∼1 sr and could detect gamma-ray sources with a positional accuracy391

of 1◦–2◦, depending on source flux [133]. COMPTEL, being a “first-generation” instrument,392

suffered from a high instrumental background. The COMPTEL data analysis is usually done393

in a so-called three-dimensional data space, consisting of the scattered photon directions as x,394

y coordinates with the calculated scatter angle as z coordinate. These three quantities define395

a cone-shape point-source response in such a data space. Imaging is challenging because only396

the scattered photon direction and energy deposit are measured, so incoming photon direc-397

tions are just constrained to circles on the sky via the Compton scattering formula; in fact398

these are annuli due to the measurement uncertainties. One method used with success is max-399

imum entropy imaging (MEM) which is in fact well suited for such problems where image and400

data space are quite separate [137]. Another imaging method used in the COMPTEL data401

analysis is the maximum-likelihood method (MLM) [131], which is usually applied to derive402

source parameters like detection significances, fluxes and flux errors by a combined model fit403

of a background model and various source and/or diffuse emission models. While the MEM404

approach, generating intensity maps, is superior in the overall imaging of the MeV sky, the405

MLM approach, generating flux and significance maps, is superior in the quantitative analysis406

of point sources. Recently the MEM approach was updated for 1) novel methods of a fast407

convolution-on-the-sphere and 2) the HEALPix1 [132] all-sky equal-area pixelization concept408

in order to generate all-sky images much faster and with finer angular resolution [138]. An409

example of a recent all-sky all-mission map in the 9-30 MeV band is shown in Fig. 7. COMP-410

TEL opened the soft MeV gamma-ray band (0.75-30 MeV) as a new astronomical window,411

thereby bridging the gap between hard X-rays and medium energy gamma-rays (>100 MeV).412

The first COMPTEL source catalog [134], mainly a summary of published results of the first413

5.5 years of the mission, reports 32 sources (> 3σ) of various types, such as AGN, spin-down414

pulsars, gamma-ray binaries, gamma-ray line sources and extended emission regions. AGN,415

in particular blazars, are the majority of the COMPTEL point sources. Recent analyses,416

using data of the full COMPTEL mission and the newest analysis techniques, enlarge this417

number of point sources by typically a factor of 1.5 [130]. The Galactic diffuse emission in the418

COMPTEL band was studied as well [135, 136], resulting for the inner galaxy in a spectrum419

which is dominated below 10 MeV by inverse-Compton emission and above 10 MeV by a420

combination of inverse-Compton and bremsstrahlung emission.421

422

1http://healpix.sourceforge.net
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Figure 7. COMPTEL all-sky all-mission intensity map in the 9-30 MeV range, using the updated
maximum-entropy method. Evidence for several Galactic and extragalactic point sources as well as
Galactic diffuse emission is clearly visible.

3.3 Separating point sources from diffuse emission in a GECCO instrument423

The separation of point sources from diffuse emission is a common problem in astronomical424

imaging, and a large number of approaches have been developed to deal with it [87–90].425

Due to the sophisticated instrument response of GECCO it is worth thinking through this426

problem from the very beginning. We will see that this leads naturally to information field427

theory (IFT) [91–93], a probabilistic description of the problem involving field-like quantities.428

A good part of the existing approaches can then be understood as different (approximate)429

solutions to the sky brightness field inference problem, based on a number of differing prior430

assumptions.431

We start this discussion with generic considerations about the separation of point sources432

from diffuse emission, before we discuss GECCO-specific particularities.433

3.3.1 Generic considerations434

The diffuse gamma ray flux is dominated by the emission from the Milky Way. Thanks435

to our position within the Galaxy, the flux reaches us from all directions, but with a clear436

preference for directions in the Galactic plane. Point sources can in principle appear at any437

sky location and in nearly any intensity. The separation of the point source and diffuse flux438

sky contributions therefore requires the reconstruction of two sky images, one for each of these439

components. Let us call them p and q, respectively, so that the total sky flux f = (fx)x∈sky440

as a function of the sky position x is fx = px + qx.441

Even with a perfect instrument, which would map the sky brightness completely, noise-442

lessly, and with arbitrary resolution, the separation of one observed sky brightness distribution443

into two is an challenging task, as each of those could explain the full data. The separation444

is nevertheless meaningful, as the idealized concepts of point sources and diffuse emission445

capture coarsely relevant physical concepts. Point sources are very localized compact objects446

and diffuse emission results from interstellar processes.447

In order to achieve such a separation the concepts of point sources and diffuse emission448

have to be used as discriminating criteria. Doing so may require a probabilistic or Bayesian449
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perspective on the problem, as this provides a natural framework for incorporating prior450

knowledge. In this section we describe this approach.451

A description of the measurement process in terms of a likelihood P(d|f) is necessary,452

incorporating the signal response consisting of point-spread and energy dispersion functions453

as well as the Poisson statistics of the shot noise. Here, d denotes the data. In addition to454

this, priors for the sky brightness distributions of the two components P(p) and P(q) are455

required as well. These should encode our knowledge of the sky before measurement, but456

only in a generic way, so as not to determine our scientific results beyond the introduction of457

the two components mentioned above.458

For the point source sky, a model as described below might be considered. As point459

sources could be anywhere, and these are largely uncorrelated (despite some preference to460

appear in the Galactic plane for Galactic sources) a pixelized sky map with a sufficiently high461

resolution should represent the point source sky, with a potential point source at each pixel462

location, and their fluxes being a priori uncorrelated with each other. The absence of a point463

source would then simply be represented by a vanishing flux at the corresponding location.464

With px being the point source flux at pixel x, the prior for the point source sky would be465

separable into individual single point source flux priors P(px),466

P(p) =
∏

x∈sky
P(px). (3.6)

As a priori no location should be singled out, P(px) is to be taken the same for all locations and467

encodes the point source brightness distribution function. This function is either postulated,468

e.g. a power law with high and low brightness cut offs, or better, inferred together with the469

point sources. For the latter option, hyper-priors that encode natural assumptions on P(px)470

have to be formulated, for example that it is a strictly positive, preferentially smooth function,471

with a preference for power-law like slopes. All this can easily done within the language of472

IFT. This point source prior, a power-law-like falling brightness function P(px) for high flux473

values px, can be regarded as a sparseness enforcing prior, as it will prefer that some flux474

within a resolution element of the instrument is represented by a single bright source over the475

possibility of an ensemble of dim sources, which share the observed flux in similar parts.2476

For the diffuse emission prior, a number of plausible assumptions are possible. Here,477

a minimalist choice should be discussed. Diffuse emission is characterized by exhibiting a478

more or less smooth sky brightness distribution q = (q)x∈sky. This means that the sky flux479

does in general not change erratically from one location to the next, as the point source sky480

flux does, but that it is spatially correlated. It can, however, vary largely from one area to481

the next, with brightness differences by orders of magnitude, but always being positive. A482

minimalist model (or maximum entropy model) incorporating these assumptions is that of a483

log-normal model, in which a Gaussian process determines the log-brightness of the diffuse484

sky s = (sx)x∈sky := (ln qx)x∈sky, with485

P(s) = N (s|s, S) = 1√
2π S

exp

(
1

2
(s− s)†S−1(s− s)

)
(3.7)

2The reason for this is that with a power-law-like single source flux prior, the decrease in prior probability
by brightening a pixel by some factor can be compensated by making a dim pixel within the same resolution
element dimmer by the same factor. The total flux within the resolution element, however, increases by this
operation. Thus, explaining the observed flux in a resolution element with only a single pixel strongly excited
is preferred, leading to the mentioned sparseness enforcement.
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where s is the average log-sky brightness and S = (Sxy)x,y∈sky the two-point correlation486

structure of s. As both are unknown a priori, they might be inferred as well. This is possible,487

if we restore to the a priori assumption that no location on the sky is singled out and therefore488

Sxy = Cs(x − y) should be a function only of the distance between x and y. Then we seek489

only a one dimensional function Cs(r) and this can be easily done with the instruments of490

IFT.491

This prior for diffuse flux can be regarded as a generalization for many Tikhonov regu-492

larization schemes, which are based on quadratic functionals of the regularized quantity, here493

s. It does not, however, enclose so called Maximum entropy priors, as these can be shown494

to be separable w.r.t. the sky position, i.e. to be of the structure of our point source prior495

(Eq. 3.6), just with a very peculiar assumed luminosity function [101, B.6]. Furthermore, we496

note that the assumption of Gaussianity is not necessarily the only possible one.497

The (Gaussian process or other) prior for s specifies P (q) = P (s=ln q) ||∂s/∂q|| and498

these or similar assumptions specify the full Bayesian model, as the probability for all sky499

components and data realizations can now be specified,500

P(d, p, q) = P(d|f = p+ q)P(p)P(q). (3.8)

From this, the posterior probability501

P(p, q|d) = P(d, p, q)

P(d)
(3.9)

allows us to make statements about the most probable sky flux distributions (the maximum a502

postiori estimator), their posteriori means and uncertainty dispersion. The numerical infras-503

tructure to perform these calculations at least approximately is already in place [94–96] and504

has been used to develop a point source separating imaging algorithm incorporating the above505

described priors [97]. This was even extended into the spectral domain [98], and successfully506

applied to data [99, 100].507

3.3.2 GECCO specific considerations508

The particularities of the GECCO instrument enter the above discussion via the likelihood509

function P(d|f). This is key to inferring the possible locations from which an observed photon510

might have come. GECCO offers two constraints on this, one via the Compton measurement511

and one via the coded mask. Both restrict the sky area for possible photon origins, and the512

more they do so, individually or jointly, the better the imaging and the separation of point513

sources from diffuse flux will be.514

The implementation of the likelihood may require some technical developments as well.515

The reason for this is that the data space is six dimensional, with two photon interaction516

points and two energy deposition. The instrument response function is therefore a mapping517

from a three dimensional emission field (as a function of sky position and photon energy) into518

a six dimensional data space. Fast implementations of this mapping, as well as its adjoint519

operation, the back-projection of data space locations to possible signal space locations an520

observed photon could have originated from, will be required for high-performance, high-521

resolution imaging. These will probably be based on machine learning technologies, and522

exploratory studies in this direction are under way.523
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4 Science drivers for a GECCO mission524

4.1 Interstellar Emission and cosmic rays525

A GECCO mission allows for separating point-like sources and truly diffuse emission. As526

A LARGE amount of diffuse emission is expected to be of interstellar origin, it will be also527

possible to study the Galactic diffuse emission and the CRs. In more detail, the gamma-528

ray interstellar emission is produced by interactions of Galactic CRs with gas and photons529

as CRs propagate from their sources throughout the Galaxy. Observations to date by the530

Fermi LAT, INTEGRAL, and COMPTEL underline some discrepancies with present inter-531

stellar models, leaving open questions on the large-scale distribution of CR sources, on CR532

transport mechanisms in the Galaxy, and on their density and spectral variation over the533

Galaxy (see e.g. [1, 12, 19, 28, 37] and reference therein). Moreover, Galactic CRs with ener-534

gies below a few GeV/nucleon and their associated gamma-ray emission are barely addressed535

with present telescopes. These low-energy CRs contain the majority of the energy density536

of the CRs. They are the main source of ionization, which affects star formation, and they537

provide pressure gradients to support large-scale outflows and Galactic winds, which affect538

the evolution of the Galaxy. A GECCO mission assesses for the first time this low-energy539

CR population. In particular, for the first time it provides observations of CR electrons and540

positrons distributions across the Galaxy, allowing separate determination of CR leptons from541

hadrons. This is possible thanks to the capability of observing the inverse Compton emission542

component, which is related to CR electrons and the Galactic photons, after removing the543

source contamination. A GECCO mission also provides the first nuclear spectroscopic obser-544

vation of the low-energy CRs, allowing the study for the first time of spectra, composition,545

and distribution of low-energy CR nuclei across the Galaxy. The focus of this section is the546

large-scale continuum emission and the de-excitation nuclear lines.547

4.1.1 Continuum emission548

The large-scale continuum interstellar emission in gamma rays is produced by CRs interacting549

with the interstellar medium, interstellar photons, and the CMB, the cosmic microwave back-550

ground. The hadronic gas-related pion-decay emission is the major interstellar component551

at GeV energies, while below 100 MeV most of the emission comes from inverse-Compton552

scattering and from Bremsstrahlung due to CR electrons [28, 38]. Observations of the large-553

scale Galactic gamma-ray interstellar emission from 50 keV to 10 MeV provide insights on CR554

sources, electron spectra, density, distribution, propagation properties, and the CR interplay555

with the magnetic field across the Galaxy. Indeed, below 10 MeV the continuum interstellar556

gamma rays are almost totally produced by low-energy CRs inverse-Compton scattering on557

Galactic photons (infrared, optical, and the CMB) [28, 33].558

A recent work [28] has compared the expected interstellar emission by inverse Comp-559

ton with data of the diffuse emission at X-ray and soft gamma-ray energies. Details on the560

inverse Compton interstellar models for that work are as follows. Propagation parameters561

were defined in such a way that the modeled local interstellar CR spectra and abundances562

reproduced the latest precise CR measurements by AMS02 [5] and Voyager I [10] after prop-563

agation. CR electrons and secondary positrons were also constrained by local gamma-ray564

data and especially by synchrotron data in radio and microwaves (note that the same CR565

electrons and positron that generate the inverse Compton emission also produce interstellar566

synchrotron emission by spiralling in the Galactic magnetic field).567
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The CR propagation was calculated with the GALPROP code3 [e.g. 20, 24, 25, 41]568

accounting for the recent extension of the code to synchrotron emission and 3D models of569

the magnetic field [29, 39] (for the effect of the 3D model of the magnetic field on the inverse570

Compton spatial distribution see [26]). Details on the data in [28] are as follows. Data571

were taken by INTEGRAL [51] with its coded-mask telescope SPI, the SPectrometer for572

INTEGRAL [50]. A detailed study by [8] provided spectral data of the Galactic diffuse573

emission for energies between ∼80 keV and ∼2 MeV from 2003 to 2009 for the inner Galaxy574

region. For the same sky region intensity data at somewhat higher energies (1–30 MeV) were575

provided by [42] from COMPTEL in three energy bands: 1 – 3 MeV, 3 – 10 MeV, and 10 –576

30 MeV. SPI and COMPTEL data were both cleaned by subtracting the sources [8, 42]. The577

conclusion of [28] was that the best model described above underestimates the X-ray emission578

in the inner Galaxy. The same authors suggest that SPI and COMPTEL diffuse data in the579

inner Galaxy region may be affected by contamination from unresolved sources (due to the580

well-known limited sensitivity and angular resolution of the instruments). Such a possible581

contaminating source population in the SPI and COMPTEL energy band could be the soft582

gamma-ray pulsars that were found to have hard power-law spectra in the hard X-ray band583

and reach maximum luminosity typically in the MeV range [15].584

A GECCO mission is able to detect these potential sources and definitively disentangle585

the true diffuse emission from possible unresolved sources. This also enables study of low-586

energy CRs that are thought to be a fundamental component of the interstellar medium, but587

whose composition, distribution, and flux are poorly known. Observations at soft gamma-588

ray energies and below would inform on the large-scale distribution of CR sources, on CR589

transport mechanisms in the Galaxy, and on their density and spectral variation over the590

Galaxy (see e.g. [27, 37]). Observations at soft-gamma rays also provides information about591

the interplay of low-energy CRs with Galactic winds and on the role of low-energy CRs592

on Galaxy evolution. The connection between low-energy CRs below a few GeV/nuc and593

galaxy evolution has started to be investigated only recently and is still poorly understood594

(e.g. [13, 14, 17, 30–32, 35]). Even more specifically, a GECCO mission for the first time595

allows observations of the emissions from CR electrons clearly separated by the emission596

from CR nuclei. It will reveal the spatial and spectral distributions of the inverse Compton597

emission in the Galaxy [28], important for disentangling emission not only from unresolved598

sources (e.g. [40]), but also from the extragalactic diffuse gamma-ray background (e.g. [3]),599

or from potential signals of dark matter annihilation (e.g. [4]), which have distributions600

similar to the inverse Compton component. Such observations also allow inferences about the601

distribution of CR electrons, which best sample CR inhomogeneity, because they are affected602

by energy losses more strongly than nuclei, and they remain much closer to their sources.603

Moreover, observations of gamma rays below 10 MeV produced by the same electrons that604

produce synchrotron emission in radio and microwaves provide firmer constraints on Galactic605

magnetic fields (see e.g. [26, 28, 29]).606

4.1.2 De-excitation nuclear lines607

Gamma-ray lines in the 0.1 - 10 MeV range are produced by nuclear collisions of CRs with608

interstellar matter [9]. Their detection allows study of the spectra, composition, and distri-609

bution of CR nuclei below the kinetic energy threshold for production of neutral pions (∼300610

MeV for p+p collisions). The most intense lines are expected to be from the de-excitation611

of the first nuclear levels in 12C, 16O, 20Ne, 24Mg, 28Si, and 56Fe [34]. The total nuclear line612

3http://galprop.stanford.edu/
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emission is also composed of broad lines produced by interaction of CR heavy ions with the613

H and He nuclei of the interstellar gas, and of thousands of weaker lines [9]. The gamma-614

ray spectrum is predicted to have a characteristic bump in the range 3 - 10 MeV, which is615

produced by several strong lines of 12C and 16O. Simulated gamma-ray line spectra of an in-616

dividual nearby superbubble is reported in [7, 43]. The spectrum comprises narrow and broad617

12C and 16O lines, the observation of which would constrain low energy CR composition [9].618

A GECCO telescope covers the energy band where these nuclear lines are expected.619

4.2 Nucleosynthesis lines620

The sites believed to produce radioisotopes observable as gamma-ray line emission are novae,621

core-collapse Supernovae (SN), SN type Ia, Wolf-Rayet stars, and asymptotic giant branch622

stars. Nuclear emission lines from isotopes in massive and exploding stars, such as 44Ti, 26Al,623

and 60Fe, allow a probe of nucleosynthesis and chemical evolution of the Galaxy. While the624

above-cited radioisotopes with relatively long lifetimes produce diffuse emission that provides625

insights on stellar nucleosynthesis and also on the Galactic interstellar medium, the radioiso-626

topes with shorter lifetimes, such as 7Be, 56Ni, 58Ni, provide information about the explosion627

and the early evolution of the remnant.628

The all-sky COMPTEL map showed the gamma-ray emission produced by the radioac-629

tive decay of 26Al [47] to be concentrated along the plane, tracing regions with massive young630

stars throughout the Milky Way. More recently [46], the Doppler shifts of the gamma-ray631

energy caused by the Galactic rotation has been observed with INTEGRAL/SPI, which de-632

pends on the location of the source region within the Galaxy, and, hence can enable a census633

of massive stars in the Galaxy. Moreover, being produced in the innermost ejecta of core-634

collapse supernovae, 44Ti provides a direct probe of the supernova engine. Most numerical635

simulations of stellar core-collapse explosions require spatial asymmetry, which has been ob-636

served in Cassiopeia A with NuSTAR [48] thanks to the detailed image of 44Ti line at around637

70 keV. This provides strong evidence for the development of low-mode convective instabil-638

ities in core-collapse SNe. Even more recently, an asymmetric explosion has been revealed639

with the detection of the 44Ti gamma-ray emission line from SN1987A with NuSTAR [49].640

Other nucleosynthesis lines in the energy range of a GECCO mission are: 56Ni and 57Co.641

A GECCO telescope allows mapping of radioactive material in SN remnants, resolving the642

Galactic chemical evolution and sites of nucleosynthesis of elements.643

4.3 Understanding the Galactic center gamma-ray excess644

The Galactic center (GC), a favorite target for telescopes across the whole electromagnetic645

spectrum, provides guaranteed exciting scientific return. The GC harbors the SMBH with646

mass of 4×106M⊙ and dense populations of all types of objects including binary and multiple647

systems, while its relative proximity allows many such objects to be resolved. The two huge648

Fermi Bubbles, each 10 kpc across, presumably emanating from the GC to the North and to649

the South of the Galactic plane were discovered by Fermi-LAT in gamma rays [63, 64], and are650

also visible in X-rays by eRosita [65], testifying that this is a multi-wavelength phenomenon651

(for more details see Section 4.5). The high-energy processes that involve particle acceleration652

and interactions reveal themselves through generation of non-thermal emission observed from653

radio- to gamma rays. The GC is also bright in an enigmatic positron annihilation emission654

that includes 511 keV line and three-photon continuum emission [66].655

Recent observations of the GC with Fermi-LAT reveal an excess in the energy range656

around 10 GeV [62, 67]. The analysis made using different techniques indicates that the657
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excess is spatially extended and concentrated around the GC. The NFW template fitted with658

other templates built using a GALPROP-based diffuse emission model effectively flattens the659

residuals leaving a burning question about the origin of the excess open.660

Two main interpretations of the excess relate its nature to the unresolved sources that661

may be abundant in the inner Galaxy [58] or to emission due to DM annihilation [59]. Both662

interpretations are supported with valid arguments that have to be tested with further ob-663

servations. In particular, the DM interpretation is supported by observations of the excess664

in CR antiprotons and with observations of the extended 400 kpc-across the gamma ray halo665

around the Andromeda galaxy (M31) [60]. In both cases the excesses are observed in the same666

energy range [61] giving strong support to the DM scenario. Meanwhile, the conventional as-667

trophysical interpretation in terms of the weak unresolved gamma ray sources is supported668

with the logN-logS plots [56, 57].669

To address these open questions the high angular resolution observations by a GECCO670

mission are mandatory. In fact, the currently operating Fermi-LAT instrument has very671

limited capabilities below ∼500 MeV with angular resolution becoming as bad as several672

degrees below 100 MeV. X-ray telescopes have the angular resolution at arcsec scale; however,673

their operating energy is too far below the energy scale to provide relevant information. The674

sources that are observed with present X-ray telescopes and the processes of generation of X-675

ray emission may be and likely are very different from those in the MeV scale. That diminishes676

their capabilities to resolve this issue.677

4.4 Searches for dark matter and new physics678

A GECCO telescope offers unprecedented opportunities in the search for dark matter and679

new physics [54, 55]. Specifically, “light” dark matter, in the GeV or sub-GeV mass range,680

has come to the forefront in the present era that has been dubbed one of the “waning of the681

WIMP” [68]. The pair-annihilation or the decay of such light dark matter particles, resulting682

in MeV gamma rays from a number of targets, most notably the center of the Galaxy, nearby683

galaxies such as M31, and nearby dwarf satellites of the Milky Way, would have escaped684

detection with previous telescopes, but would be detectable by a GECCO telescope.685

[54] studied in detail the potential of GECCO to discover a signal of dark matter anni-686

hilation or decay, using the state-of-the-art code Hazma for the calculation of the gamma-ray687

spectrum from simplified dark matter models matched via chiral perturbation theory onto688

final-state hadrons [52] (see also [53]). The key findings of [54] are that:689

1. The Galactic center is the most promising target for searches for dark matter annihila-690

tion, followed by M31 and by local dSph such as Draco;691

2. Considering individual final states, a GECCO mission improves over current constraints692

from Fermi-LAT, EGRET and COMPTEL by over 4 orders of magnitude for dark693

matter annihilating to e+e− and by 3-4 for annihilation into γγ or µ+µ− (see fig. 1 in694

[54]);695

3. For dark matter decay, the largest gains will be made for e+e− and γγ, again via696

observations of the Galactic center;697

4. Considering a specific simplified model, [54] finds that for light scalar mediators (lighter698

than the dark matter mass) a GECCO mission probes thermal relic dark matter in a699

very wide range of masses, from 0.5 MeV up to a GeV, improving by up to 4 orders of700

magnitude current constraints;701
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5. For a vector mediator, similarly, a GECCO mission outperforms current constraints by702

several orders of magnitude, especially in the sub-MeV dark matter mass range.703

[55] additionally studied opportunities for constraining or discovering light primordial black704

holes that are currently in the process of evaporating via the mechanism of Hawking radiation.705

Interestingly, the expression for the approximate black hole lifetime τ as a function of the706

hole’s mass M ,707

τ(M) ≃ 200τU

(
M

1015 g

)3

≃ 200τU

(
10 MeV

TH

)3

, (4.1)

where τU is the age of the universe, and TH the Hawking temperature of the hole, points to708

temperatures at evaporation at most as large as 10 MeV. Of course more energetic particles709

can also be radiated via thermal fluctuations, but it is clear that the expected detectable710

gamma-ray emission falls squarely within GECCO observing capabilities. [55] presented an711

accurate evaluation of the expected gamma-ray spectra from light black hole evaporation,712

and showed that a GECCO mission will enable the possible discovery of light primordial713

black holes as massive as 1018 g as dark matter candidates, significantly extending current714

constraints, by up to 1-2 orders of magnitude in mass.715

4.5 The Fermi Bubbles716

A GECCO mission is also suitable for observing the region of the Fermi Bubbles (FB). FB717

are a pair of Galactic-scale structures extending, almost symmetrically, above and below the718

Galactic plane. Discovered in 2010 by [102] in a search for a gamma-ray counterpart to the719

WMAP4 haze (see e.g. [104]), the FB were deeply studied in 2014 by [103] who performed720

detailed spectral and morphological analysis for |b| > 10◦: both bubbles are elliptical, ex-721

tending 55◦ North-South and 45◦ East-West in diameter; they appear to have a vertical axis722

(perpendicular to the Galactic plane) roughly intercepting the GC; they have an almost uni-723

form intensity, a quite hard spectrum well described by a log parabola or a power-law with724

exponential cutoff; their gamma-ray luminosity between 100 and 500 MeV was estimated to725

be Lγ = (3.5 − 6.8) × 1037 erg/s and leptonic inverse Compton or hadronic (plus inverse726

Compton from secondary leptons) models can explain the data well. Leptonic scenarios can727

also explain the microwave haze observations, but hadronic scenarios do not suffer from ra-728

diative losses and can thus maintain high-energy particles even if operating on much longer729

timescales (although particle confinement on Gyr timescales is challenging). Assuming a jet-730

like FB formation from the GC, the FB expansion velocity should be greater than 20,000731

km/s in order to have a bubble formation time greater than the cooling time of TeV electrons732

(assuming both inverse Compton and synchrotron losses in a 5 µG Galactic magnetic field);733

this corresponds to electron acceleration time scales of roughly 500 kyr [103]. A 2019 study of734

the low-latitude region of the FB [105] found greater intensities than the FB at high latitudes735

with a spectrum compatible with a single power law between 10 GeV and 1 TeV and, more736

interestingly, a centroid shifted to the west of the GC. The latter observation disfavors models737

attributing the origin of the FB to past AGN-like activities of the super-massive black hole738

in the center of our Galaxy.739

Observing a soft gamma-ray counterpart of the FB would favor a leptonic scenario in740

which a low-energy CR electron population produces gamma rays below ∼10 MeV through741

inverse Compton scattering on the interstellar radiation field. On the contrary, an absence of742

4Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe: https://map.gsfc.nasa.gov.
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such a counterpart would favor an origin in hadronic processes for the FB in which the main743

process of gamma-ray production is pion decay (completely subdominant below 100 MeV744

with respect to inverse Compton and bremsstrahlung). Additionally, the unique capability of745

a GECCO mission to resolve point-like sources along the Galactic plane will help disentangle746

the emission from such sources and the FB low-latitude emission, providing useful insights747

about the origin of these large-scale features.748

Recently eROSITA [106] detected a new gigantic bubble-like feature in the Southern749

hemisphere of our Galaxy [107], complementary to a Northern hemisphere feature already750

known from X-ray and radio observations5. The eROSITA bubbles (eRB) are morphologically751

almost spherical, extending ≈ 80◦ in diameter, and they are not obviously symmetric if752

considering a vertical axis passing through GC. The measured intensity between 0.6 and 1753

keV is not uniform, with a total luminosity (assuming a hot X-ray-emitting plasma) of LX ≈754

1039 erg/s, and a measured average surface brightness of (2 − 4) × 10−15erg/cm2/s/arcmin2755

(assuming an emission from hot plasma with temperature kT=0.3 keV) that decreases with756

Galactic latitude. In [107], assuming a Mach number of the shock of 1.5, the authors estimate757

a characteristic expansion time to the present size of around 20 Myr (≈ 40 times the FB758

expansion timescales for leptonic scenarios).759

[107] suggests a connection between the eRB and FB, in which the latter are driving760

the expansion of the former and they are both associated with the same energy release in the761

GC region. In this scenario the FB outflow piles up and heats the surrounding interstellar762

gas and the outer eRB boundary represents the termination shock of this heating wave. The763

pressure between the FB and eRB surfaces is constant and the total thermal energies at the764

two boundaries reflect their volumes (hotter plasma at the outer eRB boundary). However,765

although some morphological similarities exist, the connection between the eRB and the FB766

(and even their association to the GC itself) is not straightforward. More dedicated studies767

and new observations are needed to better investigate the physical relation (if any) between the768

FB and the eRB. Continuum observations of gamma rays between hundreds of keV and tens769

of MeV would be crucial to understand the origins of the FB [112] and possible connections770

between FB and eRB.771

From our perspective, it is not yet known whether such gigantic bubbles are truly of772

galactic scales originating in the GC or if they are smaller, closer features. The Andromeda773

galaxy (M31) is a barred spiral galaxy like our Milky Way, and the two also share similar virial774

masses and reasonably similar formation stories: Andromeda is approximately a twin of the775

Milky Way. Observations of Andromeda provide a different perspective on our own Galaxy.776

For this reason, the gamma-ray observation of giant bubble-like structures extending above777

and below Andromeda’s plane [113] is an extremely interesting piece of information, pointing778

toward truly galactic-scale interpretation of the FB. Recently [114] provided a gamma-ray779

imaging of M31 which gives the visual impression of bubble-like structures, limited however by780

the relatively poor angular resolution of the LAT at the observed energies. A GECCO mission781

will produce a soft-gamma-ray picture of our twin galaxy, providing again very valuable hints782

about the origin of the FB.783

4.6 The 511 keV line784

A 511 keV line emission from positron-electron pair annihilation in the central regions of the785

Milky Way was discovered by balloon-borne experiments as early as 1975 (see e.g. [69]).786

5The Northern hemisphere feature is associated with the North Polar Spur observed in X-rays [108] and
Loop I observed in radio [109].
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Further observations with space telescopes, specifically OSSE on the Compton Gamma-Ray787

Observatory [70] and, more recently, the SPI spectrometer [71, 72] and the IBIS imager on788

board INTEGRAL [73] have significantly sharpened the observational picture of the 511 keV789

line. The line intensity is, overall, around 10−3 photons cm−2 s−1, originating from a 10◦790

region around the Galactic Center.791

New physics explanations for the 511 keV emission are constrained by observations both792

at higher and lower energies, indicating, for instance, that the mass of a putative dark matter793

candidate whose annihilation could produce the observed line is bounded from above at around794

3 MeV [76, 77]. Absent large-scale magnetic fields [78], any astrophysical source of the 511795

keV line emission should additionally lie within approximately 250 pc of the annihilation796

sites [79], thus implying that the source distribution should quite closely resemble the actual797

signal distribution in the sky [79, 80].798

While the nature of such astrophysical sources continues to be debated, the morphology799

and a lower-limit on the number of sources rules out a single source (e.g. Sgr A* [81]) or a800

single injection event, such as a gamma-ray burst or a hypernova in the Galactic Center [82].801

The signal sources must therefore be associated with a population of sources that could, or802

not, be resolved as individual point sources (a possibility somewhat constrained by prior ob-803

servations [83]). Source classes that have been considered include massive stars, pulsars,804

including millisecond pulsars, core-collapse supernovae and SNe Ia, Wolf-Rayet stars, and805

low-mass X-ray binaries (LMXB), especially microquasars [84, 85]. In many instances, these806

astrophysical objects are also found much closer to the solar system than in the Galactic807

Center region.808

The angular resolution and point-source sensitivity of a GECCO telescope make the instru-809

ment ideally suited to enable differentiation between multiple point sources and a genuinely810

diffuse origin for the 511 keV emission, as expected from dark matter annihilation or other ex-811

otic scenarios. Specifically, if one source class dominated the positron emission, a GECCO mis-812

sion could detect nearby members of that source class. [54] specifically showed that GECCO813

sensitivity should enable the detection of any positron source responsible for a significant814

fraction of the 511 keV signal closer than 4 kpc.815

Additional information on the nature of the origin of the 511 keV signal from the Galactic816

Center will be provided by observations of nearby systems such as the Andromeda galaxy817

(M31), the Triangulum galaxy (M33), nearby clusters such as Fornax and Coma, and nearby818

satellite dwarf galaxies such as Draco and Ursa Minor [86]. Using as a crude estimate of the819

predicted 511 keV signal a simple mass to distance-squared ratio, [54] finds that the 511 keV820

signal from M31 should be detectable by a GECCO mission, as should the signal from the821

nearby dSph Fornax and (although marginally) the Coma cluster. [54] predicts that M33,822

and local dSph should not be bright enough at 511 keV to be detectable by GECCO. Inte-823

gral/SPI already searched for a 511 keV line from Andromeda (M31), reporting an upper limit824

to the flux of 1× 10−4 cm−2 s−1 [85]. Certain types of new physics explanations such as dark825

matter decay would follow a similar scaling, while others would have a more complicated,826

model-specific dependence.827

4.7 Sources and source populations828

Current available observations in the MeV domain have an angular resolution of several de-829

grees. This rather poor angular resolution is due to the changing nature of the photon-matter830

interaction used to detect the astrophysical radiation. Indeed, while at several tens of MeV831

pair production dominates, at lower energies at a few MeV Compton scatting is the primary832
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interaction process, which was used by COMPTEL. Inevitably also GECCO pure Compton833

mode is affected by the moderate angular resolution. However, the coded-mask mode allows a834

GECCO mission to reach a substantial improved, for this energy domain, angular resolution835

of ∼1 arcmin. The ability to separate the flux contribution of single sources at the arcmin836

level also allows precise spectroscopy. This feature helps in identifying newly detected sources837

in a basically unexplored energy range. In fact, while COMPTEL sources are mostly asso-838

ciated and/or identified through variability of exceptionally bright sources, GECCO newly839

detected sources can be positionally and spectroscopically identified through the contiguous840

energy bands of the Fermi-LAT and the well known keV sky. Here we summarize the most841

significant and interesting source populations, both extragalactic and Galactic that can be842

observed by a GECCO mission.843

4.7.1 Extragalactic source populations844

The high-energy cosmic diffuse background radiation is a useful tool to constrain the popu-845

lation of astrophysical sources that are responsible for it. This background radiation at MeV846

energies has been measured by COMPTEL in a study by [121], who accurately accounted for847

the instrumental effects. This measurement ties in well with the measurement of the diffuse848

X-ray background by several instruments [e.g. 126] and the diffuse gamma-ray background849

measured by the Fermi-LAT [120]. The extrapolation of the latter to lower energies and the850

extrapolation of the former to higher energies, require a hard MeV component, which has851

been measured by COMPTEL. A major contribution to the low energy part between a few852

hundreds of keV and a few MeV comes from blazars that are efficiently detected in hard X-853

ray (>15 keV) due to their rather hard spectra. Among the most interesting of such sources854

detected at hard X-rays are the extreme synchrotron BL Lac objects [e.g. 124] and the high-855

redshift blazars [e.g. 115]. High-redshift blazars, especially Flat Spectrum Radio Quasars, are856

important as they are known to host supermassive black holes of the order of 109 M⊙ [127].857

The existence of such massive black holes in the early universe is relevant for scenarios in858

which they are formed by accretion or by merger-driven evolution. In contrast, the extreme859

synchrotron BL Lac objects carry information about the composition of the jet. The very860

high-energy spectral energy distribution (SED) can be explained as due to a hadronic compo-861

nent in the jet [e.g. 125], which can account for a significant fraction of the neutrino emission.862

The contribution to the diffuse high-energy hard component measured by COMPTEL calls863

for candidates different from blazars. While DM can contribute to it as discussed in section 6,864

also point sources different from blazars are good candidates. An intriguing class of sources865

are star-forming galaxies (SFG). SFG are rich in CR that undergo hadronic interactions with866

the interstellar medium. This process led to the detection of some SFG in the GeV band867

[122]. However, the exact contribution to the diffuse background remains unsettled [129].868

The excellent sensitivity and angular resolution of a GECCO mission allows for detecting and869

pinpointing these sources, thereby accounting for their contribution to the diffuse background870

radiation. A further contributing class of sources to the high-end of the MeV diffuse emission871

are radio galaxies [128], which have been detected in this energy range.872

4.7.2 Galactic source populations873

The Milky Way and similar galaxies host a rich diversity of objects capable of radiating in874

the MeV range. Many of these objects involve a neutron star (NS) or a black hole (BH) which875

represent the densest forms of matter in the Universe and are the final stage in the lives of876

massive stars.877
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Around a NS, gamma-rays can be generated by thermonuclear reactions of material on878

the hot surface (bursters) or by extraction of magnetic or rotational energy from the NS879

(magnetars and pulsars, respectively). There are 239 pulsars listed in the fourth Fermi-LAT880

catalog [139]. Since a GECCO mission samples the energy band below LAT’s limit of 50881

MeV, it will not only expand the population of young pulsars whose emission is expected to882

peak in the MeV range [140], it will also fill in the gaps in the spectra of pulsars between the883

X-ray and gamma-ray bands.884

Around a NS or a BH, gamma-rays can result from the accretion of charged particles885

accelerated in the strong gravitational and electromagnetic fields of so-called X-ray binaries886

(XRBs). There are around 400 known XRBs in our Galaxy [141–143]. Cyclotron lines have887

been found in the range of 10–100 keV for 35 XRBs [144], but some XRBs could host magnetars888

[B ≳ 1014 G, 145] that would push these lines, as well as their harmonics, to hundreds of keV889

where they can be seen by a GECCO mission.890

If the NS or BH features a jet, the X-ray photons (and UV photons from the donor star)891

can interact with particles in the jet causing them to be upscattered via inverse Compton to892

GeV energies [e.g., 146, and references therein]. Thus far, GeV emission has been detected893

from a dozen so-called gamma-ray binaries. Most of them have a NS as the accretor while a894

few have a BH: the only thing they appear to have in common is that they all have a high-895

mass star as the donor. Their emission is expected to peak in the MeV band, which means896

that a GECCO mission will connect the X-ray continuum with that from the GeV band. This897

connection can then be used to disentangle conflicts between leptonic and hadronic emission898

models. In the same way, a GECCO mission will extend the tail in the hard state of BH-XRBs899

into the MeV domain.900

Before a massive star turns into a NS or a BH, it goes through a supernova (SN) phase901

where stellar material accelerated by the sudden collapse of the core emits gamma-rays at902

specific energies that reveal the star’s chemical composition (Section 4.2). Prior to the SN903

stage, many of these massive stars are bound gravitationally to another massive star. The904

shock region where the stellar winds collide can also give rise to gamma-ray emission in these905

colliding-wind binaries [CWBs: e.g., 148, and references therein]. In the MeV range, a906

GECCO mission will link the keV to GeV continuum from CWBs such as eta Car [149] and907

allow us to dissociate the contributions from leptonic (inverse Compton) and hadronic (pion908

decay) acceleration mechanisms.909

For these reasons, when a GECCO telescope observes the Milky Way’s MeV-emitting910

populations, it will show us different stages in the life cycle of massive stars. Once both stars911

have collapsed into a NS or a BH, and when the pair eventually merges into a single object,912

the merger produces gravitational waves detectable by the LIGO and Virgo observatories.913

Though such signals have been extragalactic in origin so far, predictions for the merger rate914

depend on knowing how many members from each of the populations above are hosted by915

galaxies like ours [150].916

4.8 Multimessenger and multifrequency synergies917

Given the transient and variable origin of multimessanger and multifrequency astrophysical918

sources, the fraction of the sky being monitored at any given time is a major asset for a919

space mission. In its Compton observing mode a GECCO mission will cover a large fraction920

of the sky of 60◦ × 60◦ in zenithal direction allowing to keep watch over flaring phenomena921

like blazars and transient phenomena like Gamma-Ray Bursts (GRBs). Also, GECCO BGO922

shielding, specifically designed for background rejection with its octagonal structure of large-923
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size detectors of ∼3000 cm2, will have the additional ability to locate the prompt emission of924

GRBs within a few degrees similar to INTEGRAL [156]. The prompt emission by merging925

neutron stars can be effectively observed in the GECCO energy band ∼keV–MeV. They reveal926

themselves as short GRBs as well as kilonovae. Such events also provide gravitational wave927

(GW) signals allowing a GECCO mission to tie in with multimessanger and multiwavength928

observations. Amid the prompt-emission detection, the telescope can repoint within a few929

minutes depending on the slewing angle, allowing for locating the source within better than 1930

arcmin precision. It will also act as an alert system for follow-up observations. The study of931

neutron star mergers provides insights into relativistic jets and particle physics. Neutron stars932

might also be involved in the emission of very short GRBs when transitioning to strange quark933

stars [152]. While this intriguing hypothesis is still an open question, it enables studies related934

to fundamental physics of matter. In a multifrequency approach, GECCO large field of view935

allows for the coverage of the little explored MeV range of flaring sources. Such sources can be936

galactic or extragalactic in origin. Among the extragalactic sources blazars represent a major937

discovery space. Indeed, a tentative ∼ 3σ association of a high-energy neutrino detected938

by IceCube with a flaring blazar [151] has revived the lepto-hadronic emission scenario for939

these sources, which would favor the neutrino production in the jet. The energy band of940

∼keV–MeV carries the signature to constrain the content of the jet [e.g. 153–155].941

5 Conclusions942

In this work we have presented a novel mission concept for a next-generation telescope cov-943

ering hard X-ray and soft gamma-ray energies, the GECCO Galactic Explorer with a Coded944

Aperture Mask Compton Telescope. We have discussed the importance of a mission like945

GECCO, which combines a coded mask with a Compton telescope, that will finally cover946

the huge observational gap between X-rays and gamma rays. The new mission concept of947

combining the high-resolution of the coded mask with the high sensitivity of the Compton948

telescope will allow to clearly distinguish and detect point sources from truly diffuse emission949

even in very dense regions of the sky. With such an instrument we can finally assess compli-950

cated regions such as the Galactic center with its supermassive black hole. Observations with951

a GECCO telescope will also shed light on the origin of the Fermi Bubbles, on the origin of952

the 511 keV line, on the nucleosynthesis of elements and the chemical evolution of the Galaxy,953

on the dynamics of Galactic winds, on the mechanisms of transport in the low-energy CRs,954

and eventually on the role of low-energy CRs on the Galaxy evolution and star formation.955

Moreover, the possibility of resolving sources at gamma-ray energies will also enable us to956

answer open questions regarding Galactic diffuse emissions and cosmic rays at large scales.957

In more detail, observations of the diffuse inverse Compton component of the interstellar958

emission will allow determination of the spatial distribution of low-energy CR electrons, their959

sources, their propagation and acceleration, and their relation to the interstellar medium.960

As a consequence, a GECCO mission will also enable indirect detection searches for dark961

matter and searches for new physics [e.g. 2] and extragalactic studies [e.g. 3]. Thanks to962

the power of a GECCO mission to resolve otherwise confused point sources from the diffuse963

emission and to its unprecedented sensitivity a GECCO mission will also enable studies of964

single extragalactic and Galactic sources and of populations of sources allowing discoveries965

of new astrophysical phenomena whose spectra peak in a poorly explored gamma-ray range.966

With the BGO detector a GECCO mission will also detect transients such as GRBs and will967

enable improved multimessenger astrophysics.968
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